A study of the correction factor for ultraviolet phototherapy dose measurements made by the indirect method.
Optimization of ultraviolet (UV) phototherapy for treatment of psoriasis and other skin conditions requires accurate dosimetry. One factor involved in whole body treatments is the correction that needs to be applied to radiometer measurements of irradiance made remotely without a person in the phototherapy cabin. To evaluate the correction factor for cabins of different design and to consider whether different factors should be used for different phototherapy cabins and radiometers. An automated UV dosimetry system capable of recording irradiances at positions around the circumference of a circle equating to a human trunk has been developed. The system has been combined with a phantom to derive values for the ratio between irradiance measurements made by the direct method with a person in a cabin, and indirect measurements recorded remotely. In addition, values for the ratio in UVA cabins have been derived from comparisons between measurements made directly by persons in a cabin and indirect measurements. Variations in direct to indirect ratio (DIR) with cabin type were less than between individual sets of measurements. The mean DIR obtained for cabins with TL01 lamps was 0.85 +/- 0.02, while that for UVA cabins was 0.80 +/- 0.05. The DIR for dual lamp (TL01/UVA) cabins, when TL01 lamps were illuminated, was higher (0.92). The DIR should be applied to any measurements made using radiometers without a person or equivalent phantom in a cabin. It is proposed that standard values are appropriate for groups of cabins with a single type of lamp and similar reflectors.